The UT Humanities Center and the UT One Health Initiative are pleased to present

One Health + Humanities Days

One Health + Humanities Days is a 3-day series of events showcasing the critical role that arts and humanities play in understanding and exploring sustainability and global wellbeing, including human, animal, plant, and environmental health.

Free and open to the public
OCTOBER 25–27, 2023

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 25
Mortality as an Object of Team Research: A SPARKS Event

Pulitzer Prize Finalist David Haskell Lecture + Book Signing: “Sounds Wild + Broken: Learning From the Beginnings of Sound”

300 Years of Surgery: Marin Marais + a Musical Perspective on the Medical Humanities

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 26
Equine Health + Medicine: Historical + Literary Perspective

Black Maternal Health Community Think-Tank

Climate Change, Language Change: Creating a Vocabulary of Healing Through Theatre Games

Dr. Eric Avery Lecture: “Art as (my) Medicine”

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 27
Helene Sinnreich: “The Atrocity of Hunger: Starvation in the Polish Ghettos During World War II”

Centering the Marginalized

Embodied Cinema: Affect, Dance, + Speculative Wellness

ONGOING EVENTS
October 25-27, 2023
Environmental Change + the Decline of an Ancient City: The Case of Luxus, Northern Morocco

October 15, 2023-Jan 30, 2024
Print Exhibition
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